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Boldface clues refer to material
from the July/August issue.
It’s online at www.agenda2.org for reference.
Page numbers for that issue are in [brackets].
We received five correct solutions to our very first puzzle in the
July/August issue ... heartening given its size &
1
its no-advance-warning reliance on the May/June issue.

Congratulations to Laura Bollettino of Ann Arbor,
whose skill & luck earns an easy $25
and a gift subscription, which she bestows
upon a “deserving” Sen. Spencer Abraham.
Happy reading, Spence!
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Good grids get good odds to get the goods.

Hang on to this issue of AGENDA
so you can more easily solve October’s puzzle!

Solution
to July/August Puzzle
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ACROSS
Together, or together with 3 ACROSS, what you
should do together for peace [16]
What this clue calls itself, or see 1 ACROSS [16]
The Boys Next Door’s playhouse [10]
Since the Yugoslavian army did this well, NATO hit only
13 tanks, while killing over 100 times as many civilians
Dollars per hour in Ypsilanti’s living wage [6]
More Spanish
Where G is if you write the alphabet down
Part
of
this:
Sounds like its number of letters
Me and Thou in Bloomington (abbr)
Where “The Body” governs (abbr)
Sounds like a lot of wild sex
The Real _______ Debt is owed by the first world to
the third world [4]
Dollar value of homes US govt has provided for
today’s white families, but denied to minorities [7]
A mantra used for contemplating ultimate reality
Aloha state or statement
Microsoft is accused of unfair competition for building
this web browser into Windows, that is (abbr)
What little boys are made of
Gandhi’s “Shanti Sena” for reducing violence in war
zones [16]
Small squeak
Small laugh, but quadruples in 12 DOWN
This council’s 3rd letter is blacked out for national security
Why does Utah have both the basketball “Jazz” and this
university that sounds like a Louisiana marsh?
Killed three Indigenous Americans for every two
Jews killed by Hitler, not to mention millions of
Africans, Asians, Latinos, Arabs, ... [18]
Ann Arbor teen shelter named after this song [8]
Helps a computer count sheep
Serve, receiving nothing in return
Do fathers of grassy TV “pets” come from this
oppressed Mexican state? [20]
Where affirmative action was banished, though it’s
being defended at Mich
Coagulated blood, but with no Type O, unless a typo
Head without its tail, or what tea needs to get hot
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Are you now or have you ever been a member? (abbr)
Kosovo’s dictators: first the Turkish “man”, then
Marshal Josip Broz (and now, NATO) [12-13]
Comedy Central’s not-funny specialty [24]
Patricia or Eric to AGENDA, or condo-lord Shafran [2,7]
Are they not men? An ardent fan might suit these punks to
a tee
Safety Girl doubts you’ll grow this on your palms [26]
When a guy changes names, how the old one is marked
How not to call a doctor or a priest (abbr)
The proper reaction to the city’s witchhunt charges, see
35 ACROSS [10]
This natural disaster is no match for Nicaragua’s
debt-induced one [22]
Zapatistas look to this fighter for Mexican peasants’
rights [20]
Sounds like the Michigan governor’s a lightweight,
or’s formed a union of strikebusters, or drives a train
stopping everywhere to squelch local autonomy [6]
To make loving this way, Fleetwood Mac needs you
Is that? (abbr)
In reverse
What imperialists seek, with intense anger
“Military intelligence” linked to a moron
Follows So or precedes Nam, though the two were never
as connected as US warmongers pretended
Exclamations of grief, coming out of this bombed and
mangled country
No excuse for ignoring a woman’s feelings (abbr)
Mexico’s fraudulent perpetual rulers (abbr) [20]
Ewe’s moo
___ Today deserves award for Best Investigative
Paragraph
Part of what Maoism shares with Taoism
Timothy Leary said “turn on” but did “turn __”, FBI says
Keep eyes away from this acid
__ Chi Minh modeled resistance to French colonialism on
the American Declaration of Independence; the US
destroyed his nation despite (or rather, because of) that
Whose life libertarians think one should determine [4]
Insert beginning and end of clue
What’s up, doc? It is.
arwulf’s mysterious Mr. Clerk was a G-Man, but now is
this [27]

